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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer requires high availability for wireless services at branches. The customer also wants
to centralize management and traffic distribution as much as possible. What should the
architect suggest?
A. Controlling branch APs with one or more HP 7500/10500 20G Wired-WLAN at the main office
and enabling remote-AP features
B. Deploying the APs without a controller but managing them with HP Intelligent Management
Center (IMC) Wireless Services Manager (WSM)
C. Controlling branch APs with a cluster of HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN switches, one of which is
deployed at the main office and one of which is deployed at the branch
D. Controlling Branch APs with two HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN switches, which are deployed
at the main office
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What does ig Data?represent?What does ?ig Data?represent?
A. A database feature capable of converting pre-existing structured data into unstructured raw
data.
B. Only data stored in the BIGDATA table in any relational database.
C. A Hadoop feature capable of processing vast amounts of data in-parallel on large clusters of
commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner.
D. A concept and platform of technologies with the characteristics of the ? Vs? that is able to
handle large amounts of unstructured,semi-structured, and structured raw data unlike
traditional systems.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The customer needs a solution to group together the deployment stock transfer of different
products to ensure a minimum load of trucks and to avoid overloading.
How do you implement this requirement?
A. Set up the TLB profile to define the number of trucks in the customer's fleet.
B. Set up the loading profile to control the sequence in which goods are loaded into the truck.
C. Specify that purchase orders are created by deployment in the IMG activity "Configure
Transfer to OLTP Systems".
D. Assign the TLB profile with a minimum and maximum weight to the transportation lanes.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named contoso.com. The network has an
Active Directory Certificate Services (AD CS) infrastructure.
You need to issue a certificate to users to meet the following requirements:
* Ensure that the users can encrypt files by using Encrypting File System (EFS).
* Ensure that all of the users reenroll for their certificate every six months.
Solution: From the properties of the Basic EFS template, you assign the Allow - Enroll
permission to the Authenticated Users group.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
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